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"Seeing the Northern Lights for the first time
was indeed the most amazing  

and spectacular thing I have ever experienced.
Not everybody is given the chance to see it and

I consider myself the LUCKY one" 
- DINAH DANO

"Lady Aurora danced before us when the sky
cleared up on the second night's chase. It is an
experience that can only be explained when one

is there to view it for yourself." 
- MOHAMMED NAZRI & SITI NORAZLIN

"If anyone asked me what is my best traveling
adventure, I'm proud to say that I had caught

sight of the Aurora Borealis in Tromsø,
Norway." 

- DANIEL RIZAL, SOLO TRAVELER

WHAT  

is the Northern Lights ?   

 
1. It is a NATURAL PHENOMENON in the
northern hemisphere that features
bright lights that move and dance
voluntarily in the skies.   
 
2. It is caused by the collision of
electrically charged particles from the
sun with gas particles in the Earth
atmosphere.  The collision with
different types of gases emit different
hues of colours. 
  
3. The Northern Lights is also referred
to ias "AURORA BOREALIS".  
 

WHERE  

to find the Northern Lights ?   

  
At the ARCTIC CIRCLE,  

in these countries:  
Alaska, Canada, Finland, Greenland,
Iceland, Norway, Russia and Sweden 

WHEN  

is the Northern Lights season ?   
 

From SEPTEMBER to 31 MARCH 
Sept and Oct/Nov are during AUTUMN  

Nov to Mar are during WINTER  

WHY  

chase the Northern Lights  

in Norway ?   
 
 #1 Norway has the best latitudinal
position on the Aurora belt  
 
#2 Sightings in Norway is unaffected by
the Aurora downward cycle 
   
#3 Norway has many states up north that
provide Northern Lights Tours 
 
#4 States in Northern Norway are easily
accessible by flight 


